
 

Founded in 2006, the Stuttgart-based Swabian combo DARGOLF METZGORE is 

already well-known in the South German metal scene. 

They are mostly known for their sympathetic appearance, not taking 

themselves too serious, which even convinces non-Metal fans. 

In 2007 they released their first EP “Guts, Blood & Booze“, which has put a 

landmark called DARGOLF METZGORE on the world map of Death Metal. 

The first long player „Blood Rush“ was released in 2009 and outplayed the 

sound they were known for before by having heavier but also more melodic 

songs, which critics found solely positive. 

In the years 2007 to 2010 they played over 60 concerts spread all over 

Germany and the bordering countries, with the Summer Breeze Festival 2008 

and the Rockharz Festival 2010 being the highlights of this phase. After that, 

they stopped touring to write the songs for their second album “The Path To 

Madness“. The album will be released December 12th 2014 and it shows how 

the band evolved to a more mature group of musicians that convinces with 

very dynamic, professional songwriting. In their completely own style they 

connect Black and Death Metal with a nice touch of melodies and 80’s guitar 

solos. This album is a homage to the Metal of all decades. Music from fans to 

fans. 

“The Path To Madness“ will be distributed digitally only. It will be available on 

all established platforms including iTunes, Amazon, Spotify, Google Music and 

many more. 

After a few Comeback concerts played in their local area, a European and 

maybe South American tour is planned for 2015 to climb the Olympus of Metal 

and leave nothing behind except a pile of knocked out teeth. 



Contakt: 

Mail:  Tobias Zatti – Breslauer Straße 53 – 69124 Heidelberg 

(Germany) 

Email:   tobi.zatti@gmail.com 

Facebook:   http://www.facebook.com/dargolf 

 

Production: 

Felix Fried 

Label: 

Independent 

 

Lineup: 

Ioannis Vasiliadis: Vocals 

Tobias Zatti: Lead/Rhythm Guitar 

Felix Fried: Lead/Rhythm Guitar 

Yorck Babinsky: Bass 

Samuel Schäfer: Drums 

 

Released Preview: 

Self-Inflicted Suicide: http://youtu.be/kIxry8MQyUA 
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